Due to geographic and environment limitations, traditional personal communication systems broadcast week and delay signals [1] [2] . In the last decade, considerable attention has been paid to the low-earth-orbit satellite communications system (LSC system) for its numbers of advantages: Short transmission delay, small attenuation signal, large communication area and far broadcasting range [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . The main components in a LSC system are the low-earth-orbit satellites, the network control center (NCC), the gateways and the mobile devices [8] . Recently, we analyze the security aspects of Chang et al's scheme [9] and identify many loopholes that are common of other related scheme [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Therefore, an enhanced authentication protocol is proposed using elliptic curve cryptosystem (ECC) and identity-based cryptography (IBC) in threeround handshake identification system. The scheme not only provides seven essential requirements but also counter the strong new DoS attack.
PRELIMINARIES

Elliptic curve cryptosystem (ECC)
In this paper, we just give a simple description of the ECC defined over a prime field P F . A non-singular elliptic curve  , which guarantee the points in P G , the computation of abP is hard to P G .
THE PTOPOSED PROTOCOL
The protocol consists of four phases. The notations used in the paper are defined as follows:
•U : a mobile user . But, 1 r is a secret value. In addition, if the current session key is compromised, Z cannot obtain the forward/backward session keys as each session key is independent depending on the random number 1 r and the nonce 0 N . N N L v , there are equal parameters in all. However, 160-bit ECC and 1024-bit discrete logarithm problem (DLP) have the same security level [15] . Hence, in the same security level, our parameter storage cost is less than 84% of in Chang et al's. The operations comparison is shown in Table1. The performance of operations is ranked from high to low under the rules in [14] . The elliptic curve scalar point multiplication (PM) is much less than the modular exponentiation (ME) [15] . From Table 1 and considering the computational bits, the 919 whole computation cost of our scheme is much less than Chang's and Li's schemes, even additional the password change phase which is rarely executed in practice. From the storage requirements and computation cost at NCC side, the update of our system is still faster than Chang's scheme.
User
A new denial of service (DoS) attack
This attack highlights the weakness of the LSC system by jamming a message in application layer [8] . As outlined in Fig.1 , we address the problem particularly, which we called 'De-synchronization Challenge'. Generally, U uses his temporary identity 0 N to login the system and goes to the exchange data phase. However, if an attacker jams the communicated messages, U can still use 0 N to login. Because the scheme applies three-round handshakes identification technique to ensure the synchronization of U's temporary identity 0 N between the NCC and U. NCC updates 0 N only if it confirms U received the next temporary identity 1 N in the third handshake. Therefore, as long as the interference is not continuous, U will login the system at last.
The security comparison among related schemes is summarized in Table 2 . Distinctly, our protocol provides more security attributes. Table 1 Operations comparison among related schemes   Table 2 Security comparison among related schemes 5 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we introduced an enhanced authentication protocol using ECC and IBC with three-round challenge-response identification system. As a result, combining with the superiority of the LSC system, the scheme can be used in multifarious applications, such as Big Data environment.
